
  

 

Abstract—Mammography is one of the most effective methods for 

breast cancer screening and the resulting images are normally 

reported using the BI-RADS standard. Missing values are found in 

this BI-RADS dataset which can reduce the classification 

performance of any machine learning algorithm. This study applies 

a few established imputation methods that estimate and replace the 

missing values found in a mammogram mass dataset. Then, a few 

machine learning algorithms learnt from these imputed datasets to 

classify between benign and malignant masses. Using classification 

accuracy as the performance metric, the experimental results 

showed an increase in accuracy for majority of the combination of 

machine learning algorithms algorithm and imputation methods. 

 

Keyword—Imputation, machine learning,  mammography, 

missing values.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mammography is one of the most effective methods for 

breast cancer screening. The suspicious mass lesions found in 

the mammographic images are normally described using the 

Breast Imaging Reporting and Data Systems (BI-RADS) 

standard. To help physicians in interpreting the 

mammographic data more effectively, a few studies [1-4] 

have proposed the use of machine learning (ML) algorithms 

in classifying the severity (benign or malignant) of a lesion 

using the BI-RADS attributes (mass shape, mass margin, 

mass density, and BI-RADS assessment), the ground truth 

value, as well other relevant characteristics of a patient .  

Unfortunately, due to various reasons, some of these 

BI-RADS attributes fail to be captured during the 

mammography process. These manifest into missing values 

(MV) as can be seen in this mammography dataset [5]. It is 

documented in [6-7] that the presence of MV in a dataset is 

found to reduce the classification performance of ML 

algorithms. Henceforth, many studies across various problem 

domains (as reviewed by [8]) have applied imputation before 
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classification takes place. Imputation is the act of filling in 

the MV found in a dataset with estimated values using 

observed data. It is found out that in general, imputation does 

increase the classification accuracy of ML algorithms [9-10]. 

Despite the proven benefits of imputation, however, as of 

this writing, very few studies [11] have performed imputation 

for mammographic dataset. The lack of interest could stem 

from the low percentage of MV, which amount to 3.3% only. 

Besides, according to [7], 1-5% missing rate is manageable 

for subsequent interpretations. However, researchers in [11] 

have reported better classification accuracy when the MV 

were imputed with their proposed method than otherwise. 

Thus, this paper applies several established imputation 

methods, ranging from statistical to machine learning, to 

impute the MV in [5]. Unlike [11], this paper applies 

different combinations of imputation methods with different 

ML algorithms.  This paper hypothesizes that despite the 

small amount of MV, imputation can influence positively the 

classification task of ML algorithms. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

A missing value indicates a lack of response from 

scientific experiments [12]. ‖NULL‖, empty cells and ‖?‖ are 

some of the possible codes for missing values in a dataset. It 

is a common fact that missing values persistently appear in 

most real-world data sources. However, why worry about 

missing values? Two major negative effects are reported in 

[13]. First, missing values reduce statistical power. Second, 

missing values could result in biased statistical estimates in 

several ways. In addition, most of the data mining algorithms 

cannot work with datasets having missing values as well as 

reducing ML predictive performance for pattern 

classification [6-7]. 

Litwise deletion, pairwise deletion, regression,  

mean-mode imputation, expectation-maximization, and 

multiple imputation are some statistical tools available for 

imputing missing values. Litwise deletion and pairwise 

deletion are deficient in several aspects, despite their 

simplicity [14]. Litwise deletion, in particular, can discard an 

enormous amount of potentially useful data. Mean-mode 

imputation, because of its simplicity, is commonly used in the 

social sciences as a fast alternative to litwise deletion [15]. 

Also, it is often used as a base for other proposed imputation 

methods such as in [16]. Expectation-maximization and 

multiple imputation, currently represent the state of the art, 

have been applied to various problem domains. Researchers 

in [17] estimated the missing values of leaf area index, a 
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biophysical variable, using Expectation-maximization and 

helped reduce the root mean square error of the Gaussian 

Bayes Network output. In the medical field [18], multiple 

imputation was found to preserve observed and real data 

better than complete-case and dropping a particular variable 

approaches when predicting for deep venous thrombosis in 

patients.  

Imputation methods based on machine learning are 

sophisticated procedures that generally consist of creating a 

predictive model to estimate values that will substitute the 

missing items. These approaches model the missing data 

estimation based on information available in the dataset. 

There are several options varying from imputation with 

k-nearest neighbour (kNN) to imputation procedures based 

on auto-associative neural networks [8]. Researcher in [19] 

proposed Probabilistic Neural Network preceded by mode for 

imputing the missing categorical data. Using four benchmark 

datasets in [5] as the experimented datasets, their  proposed 

method outperformed 3 statistical and 3 machine learning 

methods. For DNA microarray datasets, the researchers in 

[20] employed a genetic algorithm optimized kNN to impute 

the missing values. The comparative experiments with the 

mean-mode and the standard kNN imputation methods 

showed that the proposed evolutionary kNN was the most 

effective especially for datasets with higher missing rates. 

Meanwhile, Fuzzy-rough sets were used by [21] to impute 

missing data found in  27 benchmarks datasets in [5].  It was 

found out that these rough sets methods exhibited better 

excellent performance against 11 state-of-the-art imputation 

methods. 

III. METHODOLOGY OF STUDY 

This study evaluated a few established imputation methods 

to estimate and replace the missing values found in 

mammogram dataset. Mean imputation, class-conditional 

mean imputation and multiple imputation are the statistical 

methods used in this study. For the ML-based methods; k 

nearest neighbour imputation, neural network and support 

vector regression are applied. This study applied a few ML 

algorithms for classification task using the imputed datasets. 

They are Naïve-Bayes (NB), C4.5, Decision Stump (DS), 

Randorm Tree (RT), Random Forest (RF) and Support 

Vector Machine (SVM). Figure 1 shows the methodology of 

this study. 

 
Fig. 1 Proposed methodology 

A. Mean Imputation (MEAN) 

This method consists of replacing the missing data for a 

given attribute by the mean (quantitative attribute) or mode 

(qualitative attribute) of all known values of that attribute. 

The algorithm imputes missing values for each attribute 

separately. Consider that there are missing values in an 

attribute Fj, they are replaced by the mean value   ̃, 

  ̃   
 

      
∑       
 
    (1) 

    where        is the number of observed values in Fj;      is 

an observed value in Fj, N is the total number of instances. 

B. Class-conditional Imputation (CLASS-MEAN) 

An improvement of the MEAN method by restricting the 

estimation of missing values to the same class labels.  For 

each symbolic attribute, the value that occurs the most often 

within a class is used to substitute all the missing values 

within the same class in this attribute. For each continuous 

attribute, the mean value of all the available values within a 

class is used to substitute all the missing values within the 

same class in this attribute [8]. Let us consider that the value 

     of an attribute Fj, of the k-th class, Ck, is missing then it 

will be replaced by  

  ̃   
 

      
∑                

  (2) 

where        is the number of observed values in Fj of the 

k-th class;      is an observed value in Fj of the k-th class, Ck. 

C. Multiple Imputation 

This method was proposed by Rubin [22] in 1987. The 

whole MI procedure is made of three steps. They are 

imputation, analysis, and pooling processes. This study 

applies only the first step, i.e. imputation process, because the 

main interest is to fill in the MV. This simulation method 

replaces each missing value with M > 1 plausible values, 

which are drawn randomly from their predictive distribution. 

M is the number of repetition. Imputing a missing value with 

m simulated values produces M apparently completed 

datasets and then the mean of M imputed values replaced the 

missing values. 

 

 
Fig. 2  Schematic representation of Multiple Imputation [12] 

D. k-Nearest Neighbour Imputation (kNN) 

In this method, for each incomplete instance - instance 

with MV- the most similar and nearest complete instances - 

instances that have no MV- are selected. The similarity 
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between two instances is determined using a distance 

function. Then, the imputed values for each missing datum in 

an attribute is calculated from the mean or median of the 

respective attribute in the complete instances. Mean is used 

with continuous attributes, whilst median is suitable for 

discrete attributes. For kNN, two parameters need to be 

determined: the number of nearest neighbor (k) and the 

distance function. This study uses Euclidean as the distant 

function and k=5. 

Generally, the steps of k-NN imputation are as follows: 

1) choose k, the number of nearest neighbors to be selected. 

2) calculate the distance between the sample with the 

to-be-imputed missing value with an another sample 

using a distance metric. Let  1 2, , ,i i i imX x x x  

denotes the instance that contains the to-be-imputed 

missing values and  1 2, , ,q q q qmX x x x  be the other 

sample. The Euclidean distance between 
iX  and 

qX  is: 

3)  
1

,
m

i q ij qj
j

d X X x x


                               (3) 

4) where m is the number of features in 
iX  and 

qX , and 

ijx  is the j
th

 feature of sample 
iX  and 

qjx  is the j
th

 

feature of sample 
qX . 

5) Repeat step 2 to compute the distance between 
iX  with 

each remaining sample in the dataset 

6) sort in ascending order (based on the calculated distance 

values) all 
qX  excluding 

iX .  

7) select the top k samples from the sorted list as the 

k-nearest neighbours to 
iX . These k-nearest neighbours 

are  1 2, , ,kNN kX X X X . 

8) Let 
ijx  be the to-be-imputed missing value in 

iX . Then 

the estimated value is obtained from 

       
1

k

lj
l

ij

x

x
k




                                                              (4) 

   where k is the number of nearest neighbours, 
ljx  is the j

th
 

feature of sample 
ljx , and 

l kNNX X . 

E. Muliple Layer Perceptron (MLP) 

A basic MLP imputation approach consists of training an 

MLP using only the complete cases as regression model: 

given d input features, each incomplete attribute is learned (it 

is used as output) by means of the remaining complete 

attributes given as inputs. The MLP imputation scheme can 

be described as follows: 

1) From dataset  X, select an attribute Fj which contains 

missing values.  

2) Divide the whole dataset  X into two subsets Xobs and 

Xmiss. Xobs are  instances of X which Fj contains no 

missing values; whilst Xmiss are the opposite of Xobs. 

3) Using Fj as the target attribute, train MLP with the 

remaining attributes of Xobs. 

4) Using the trained MLP, predict the missing values of Fj 

in Xmiss. 

5) Repeat step 1 to 4 for the other attributes of X with 

missing values. 

F. Support Vector Regression 

SVR - used for regression analysis - is a version of Support 

Vector Machine. Similar to the MLP imputation, the SVR 

model is obtained from the complete instances only. The 

imputation steps are as follow:- 

1) From a dataset  X, select an attribute Fj which contains 

missing values.  

2) Divide the whole dataset  X into two subsets Xobs and 

Xmiss. Xobs are  instances of X which Fj contains no 

missing values; whilst Xmiss are the opposite of Xobs. 

3) Using Fj as the target attribute, train SVR with the 

remaining attributes of Xobs. 

4) Using the trained SVR, predict the missing values of Fj 

in Xmiss. 

5) Repeat step 1 to 4 for the other attributes of X with 

missing values. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

A. Mammography Mass Dataset 

The mammography data set from the UCI machine learning 

repository [5] was taken for this investigation. This data 

contains 445 malignant and 516 benign cases. There are five 

attributes in this dataset corresponding to each mammogram 

along with the ground truth. The dataset contains 162 missing 

values amongst individual attributes for which suitable 

replacements have been performed using the compared 

imputation methods in this study. Table 1 and Table 2 show 

the characteristics of the Mammogram Mass datasets and 

missing values information. 
TABLE 1: 

MISSING VALUES INFORMATION OF THE 
 MAMMOGRAM MASS DATASET 

#Instances #Attributes # Instances 

having 

missing 
values 

#Attributes 

having 

missing 
values 

% Missing 

data 

916 6 131 5 3.37 

 

TABLE 2: 
 MAMMOGRAM MASS DATASET 

Attributes Types Values Label # 

Missing 

Values 

     
BI_RADS  

assessment 

Ordinal 0 Assessment 

incomplete 

2 

  1 Negative 

Benign findings 

 

  2 Probably benign                                     

  3 Suspicious  
  4 abnormality  

  5 Highly suggestive of 

malignancy 

 

Age Integer  Age of patients 5 

Mass Shape Nominal 1                    

2                 
3                 

4 

Round                                                           

Oval                                   
Lobular                                   

Irregular 

31 

Mass 
Margin 

nominal 1                    
2                 

3                 

4                 
5 

circumscribed                
microlobulated 

obscured                                          

ill-defined                            
spiculated 

48 

Mass 

Density 

Ordinal 1                    

2                 
3                 

4 

High                                            

iso                                                       
low                                              

fat-containing 

76 

Severity Binomial 0              
1 

Benign                                     
Malignant 

0 
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B. Experimental Design 

This study used MATLAB to impute the missing values 

using kNN, and MLP methods. SPSS was used to impute 

missing values using CLASS-MEAN, MEAN, and MI 

method. Meanwhile, LIBSVM was used to impute the 

missing values using SVR. RAPIDMINER was used for all 

of  the machine learning algorithms used in this study.  

C. Results 

 This study used classification accuracy as the evaluation 

criteria.  For each machine learning algorithm used in this 

study, the classification accuracy was obtained from 

10-crossvalidation accuracies. Table 3 shows the tabulated 

results and Figure 3 illustrates in bar graph. 

 From the results, NB and SVM were two of the ML 

algorithms that clearly improved or maintained their 

classification performance across all imputation methods 

applied in this study.  For RT and RF, their classification task 

was negatively affected by the imputation data, obtained 

through CLASS-MEAN and MI methods respectively. C4.5 

performed worse on MEAN and MI imputed datasets than the 

non-imputed dataset. DS exhibited similar observation with 

C4.5 but on different imputation methods – NN and SVR. 

 For the imputation methods, only kNN consistently help 

increased the learning performance of the ML algorithms 

under study. The other four, CLASS-MEAN, MEAN, NN, 

and SVR, reduced the performance of one ML algorithm as 

aforementioned above. Only MI method affected negatively 

the learning performance of two ML algorithms, namely, 

C4.5 and RF. There are altogether 36 combinations of ML 

algorithms and imputation methods in this study. 30 out 36 of 

these combinations produced higher or equal classification 

accuracies than classification using non-imputed 

Mammogram Mass dataset. It can be said that majority of the 

machine learning algorithms benefit from the imputation 

process before learning takes place. 
 

TABLE 3: 

CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES OF ML ALGORITHMS ON 
MAMMOGRAM MASS DATASET THAT ARE OBTAINED USING 

DIFFERENT IMPUTATION METHODS 
 NO 

IMPUTE 

 

CLASS-

MODE 

MEAN MI kNN NN SVR 

        

NB 82.42 84.40 82.42 82.42 84.29 83.15 83.04 

C4.5 75.45 75.96 74.61 74.61 76.17 79.29 81.48 

DS 81.79 82.00 82.00 82.00 82.00 81.69 81.69 

RT 78.98 78.26 79.92 79.92 79.30 81.69 80.44 

RF 82.20 82.73 82.73 82.10 82.63 82.11 82.63 

SVM 82.56 82.94 82.94 83.20 83.05 83.03 83.77 

                                                                                                                                 

 
Fig. 3 Classification Accuracy: Different ML algorithms against different 

imputation methods                           

V. CONCLUSION 

This study hypothesizes that despite the small amount of 

missing values in a dataset, ML algorithms will benefit from 

the imputation process before learning takes place. Using 

Mammogram mass dataset with only 3.3% of missing values, 

3 imputation methods from statistical and 3 imputation 

methods from ML were applied to impute the missing values 

in this dataset. To prove the hypothesis, 6 different ML 

algorithms with different ways in classifying data were used 

to classify the imputed data from various imputation methods 

into benign and malignant. From the experimental results, it 

is found that majority of the combination of ML algorithms 

and imputation methods outperformed the combination of 

ML algorithms with the non-imputed Mammogram dataset. 

It can be concluded that this study hypothesis is proven 

positive. 
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